March 29, 2022 | Zoom Link

👋

1. Welcome

OW - Robin is having her last coffee chat this week! Sign up for NSO
IA Symposium - it covers all sorts of topics, there will definitely be at least one debate that you will really
enjoy. We will talk about ecoterrorism
SC - theres an Alum from LC that is a charged eco terrorist
ET - yes i will be hosting one of them
MS - Fosa feud we have room for 13 teams, we sent out an email on march 16th. Fill out the question
answer form, be creative with your answers,
OW - it is department vs department, if you want to join email your department and they will select
teams.
Rocky - who is the verbal host?
MS - we do not know yet.
SPN - the FSU is sponsoring Monica Lewinsky to come on 4/20. Tickets will be released on reserve
tomorrow. If remotely interested, reserve a ticket.
○

Announcements! So many events!!

2. Brunch w/ Reed this weekend!
○

Sunday, April 3rd at 11:00 am

○

Free brunch, meet Reed Student Gov, learn about their functions/issues

○

If you would like to come and/or need a ride, email aslcpresident@lclark.edu ASAP

OW - meet their student government. If you want to go email me or SLM.
3. Honorarium Tax Form + Volunteer agreement due next Tuesday, April 5th
○

If you want to receive your $50/semester for being on senate, this is the final
deadline

OW - deadline is next tuesday. It is two simple forms. I will send them all to you again.
SC - I filled out all my stuff and did not receive money.
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SLM - i will look but it has to be submitted before finalization.
ET - i didn't get mine for a long time and then i checked my mailbox the other day and got mine.
4. SB004 - Senate Election Overhaul
○

Discuss new edits

OW - are we assigning in the spring and giving leftover spots in the fall, or do we leave it up to the VP.
The cabinet voted that whichever option you vote on will be passed.
AC - added a new definition for quorum. Sec. 12 about attendance
OW - this elects 9 senators in the spring for the next year. We register for classes in a few weeks, we do
this for the cabinet and elect them ahead of time. The three remaining seats and seats that are not filled
rollover to the fall. Leftover seats are open to anyone. Who gets to vote for who? Everyone gets to vote
for everyone. We are discussing these three options or alternatives. In spring with senators are they
assigned then or does that disadvantage the three other people.
IB - it would save us a lot of time voting for option 3, someone who goes through the trouble to be VP
should be able to do that task.
OW - any opposition
SFV - given how it is now, we can start the first day of school
SC - some committees do not have as much urgency, finance, i think SPAC was fine starting when we did.
OW - this also leaves space for flexibility of what the incoming senators are. Then we can make some of
them the finance committee or shuffle them around. Most committees are flexible.
MTV
The motion passes with resolution 3. Keeping the SQUO
5. SB006 - EOC Bylaws
AC - the community outreach coordinator does not exist anymore. They are changing it to a livewhale
assistant, the current chair does not have experience editing the website.
OW - this has already been passed by the EOC. The EOC was split in two positions. They were in
charge of livewhale our past website. This designates a person in EOC in charge of doing that.
The bill passes
Note Taking Reforms
○

Bill in progress

AC - how will we handle audio recordings. Previous recordings where do we put them
OW - a youtube channel who monitors/updates that. Maybe for this bill the notetaker is responsible for
managing audio recordings. If we add software we will just add to the budget next year.
SFV - we want to pass the standardized approval so that they are publicized for the student body.
ET - we should get a microphone. This is a big room.
OW - yes we can look into tech
AC - sec 5 adds those motions as administrative so we do not need a quorum to edit minutes. Do we need
a majority of the senate to make changes?
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OW - do we all agree that we do not need majority of all members
IB - have we considered hiring two notetakers
AC - the auditor can hire more staff
OW - other committees on campus I am sure that they record meetings, I will ask around. We will add a
clause that audio recording is up to the notetaker.
-

Voting on the notetaker being in charge of audio recordings

ALL vote yes in the straw poll
6. Land Acknowledgement Check-In
○

New Land Acknowledgment?

OW - I wrote a rough draft reading our resources. I encourage you to read it to yourself, make any
comments on the document, change and or delete things. From one of Sam’s resources, there was a list of
different resources. I used them. I want to hear AG contributions
EY - this is much better, more coherent and makes more actual sense than the previous statement
OW - at the end, in our limited capacity as a student government. We do not have money/land to give
back to tribes. We are not a corporation that can do the traditional ways of decolonizing that we think of
EY - I don't think it would be the most effective place. It distracts and is a different thing.
OW - I didn't put our name in it.
SC - it is much longer but we also discussed how often we should read it. Before the land
acknowledgement, we did not know the land that we were on, hearing it too many times makes it lose its
meaning. Maybe make it longer and not read at every single meeting.
OW - we could refer back to how ASB engaged with things like this.
ET - I like that it is mandatory for someone else to read it every time. The only other thing, contributing
to this world.
OW - yes please add comments.
○
7.

Land Acknowledgement Working Document

🌈Community Updates🌈
○

Order food for the last meeting???
i.

April 19th (technically we could have 1 more meeting but reading days start and
we all get super busy so I figured no one would come, but if we absolutely need to
we can)

OW - everytime we have had a meeting scheduled on reading days, but we canceled it. We can use the
cabinet money to buy food, eat outside, and have it be much more casual.
ii.

Send any food ideas to Sarah <3
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○

More info on @asb97219_ and other orgs’ IG accounts
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Know Your Rights Forum w/ SPAC
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Rose Garden Ad Hoc Committee Meeting: WED 6-7 JR Howard 133
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Robin’s LAST coffee chat as VPSL!

Peer Collective Summit– only 1 day now!
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Apply to be an NSO Leader!
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International Affairs Symposium: This weekend!
SCHEDULE
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FoSA FEUD - question form and team sign up
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Apply for appointed cabinet positions: (due 4/11/22) more info @asb97219_
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